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Abstract

The new European model stipulates the achievement of an inclusive, sustainable and intelli-

gent economic growth. Increasing the share of renewable energy is one of the factors that

improve the quality of economic growth, similar to research, development and investment in

human capital. In this paper we tested the correlation between economic growth and renew-

able energy consumption for ten European Union (EU) member states from Central and

Eastern Europe (CEE) in the period 1990–2014, using Auto-regressive and Distributed Lag

(ARDL) modeling procedure, a technique that captures causal relationships both on a short

run and on a long run. The short run perspective reveals the transition towards a new energy

paradigm, while the long run approach corresponds to the long-term equilibrium of the ana-

lyzed factors. Our results shows that, in the short run, the Gross Domestic Product (GDP)

and Renewable Energy Consumption (REC) dynamics are independent in Romania and

Bulgaria, while in Hungary, Lithuania and Slovenia an increasing renewable energy con-

sumption improves the economic growth. The hypothesis of bi-directional causality between

renewable energy consumption and economic growth is validated in the long run for both

the whole group of analyzed countries as well as in the case of seven CEE states which

were studied individually. These results allow us to look into the feasibility of the Europe

2020 goals regarding the increase of energy efficiency and to propose public policies to

achieve these goals.

1. Introduction

The subject of our study is consistent with the objectives set by the European Union within the

Europe 2020 Strategy aimed at reducing the primary energy consumption and achieving a

consistent share of renewable energy in the final energy consumption. Thus, increasing energy

efficiency should lead to lower energy demand per unit of GDP in the economy, a cut of green-

house gas emissions and the identification of long run solutions to reduce the dependence on

traditional energy sources.
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The increased energy costs along with the strategic goals undertaken globally in the area of

air pollution reduction have contributed to a more elaborated study of the links between

renewable energy consumption and the economic growth. In many European economies rely-

ing on energy consumption, a trade-off may occur between measures to reduce air pollution

and those to increase energy efficiency, on one hand, and the measures aimed at stimulating

the economic activity, on the other hand. In case of economies facing a decoupling of growth

from energy consumption, this trade-off doesn‘t exist and the reforms targeting a structural

change in the energy consumption are less expensive to economic activity.

In general, the industrial sector of an economy is more energy intensive compared to ser-

vice sector therefore the latter stimulates economic growth in the context of a relatively lower

energy consumption. Under these circumstances, the more developed EU economies, with a

lower proportion of industry will enjoy a reduced energy consumption per GDP unit. Accord-

ing to [1], industry accounted for 19.4% of GDP at the EU level (2015), compared to 26–27%

of GDP in Romania, Slovakia, Slovenia and Poland, while the energy intensity was 120 kg of

oil equivalent/GDP unit at the EU level, whereas in the CEE states it was about 80% higher.

For the economies where economic growth is not influenced by energy consumption, mea-

sures to reduce emission of air pollutants by cutting dependency of traditional fuel and

increase renewable energy consumption will be quickly implemented in line with the strategic

European goals.

The first author that argued about the need to incorporate the physical dimension of out-

put, including the energy in the economic growth theory, was [2]. The 1971 oil shocks trig-

gered an inclusion of energy among the production function along with the traditional

factors–labor force and capital stock across the economy, like in the studies [3] and [4]. Today,

energy is considered as one of the factors of economic growth and its impact is starting to be

quantified—both quantitatively and qualitatively—in the factors of production functions

belonging to the two broad categories of models—the Solow model and the AK models [5–8].

Specifically, increased production and renewable energy consumption are already seen as

some of the potential endogenous growth engines, similar to research, development and

investment in human capital. Economic development based on efficient energy consumption

and on a higher share of green energy in the energy mix involves an improved quality of eco-

nomic growth, making it more sustainable. Moreover, lately, the economic scientific literature

is rich in analyses on the sustainability of economic growth in terms of social inclusion and

environmental impact–an environment-friendly economic growth fostering also the reduction

of inequities. The compatibility between social justice and environmental protection is a fun-

damental condition of social welfare.

Thus [9] and the Treaty on the European Union stipulate three dimensions of sustainable

development—economic, social and environment–underlining that durable development

strategies should mainly focus on the structural change of consumption and output in order to

boost support for a rational use of natural resources, to diminish the polarization of revenues,

and increase economic competitiveness. The authors [10] have argued that economic growth

rate represents a sustainable development goal if it is disconnected from energy consumption

and from the negative impact on the environment.

Also, the European Commission’s proposal under the 2030 Agenda [11] includes a series of

Sustainable Development Goals, with a leading focus on the access to energy primarily due to

equality and social justice reasoning. The policies aimed at reducing poverty are also offering

easy access to energy along with sustainable chances for development to a range of low-income

population [1]. According to [12] accessible and clean energy is vital for a healthy and durable

economic development. Thus, the energy has an important role in achieving the sustainable

development objective of EU economies [13].

Renewable energy consumption and economic growth
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From the methodological point of view, there are recent attempts to include indicators of

environmental quality in the overall concept of competitiveness at country level. Thus, The

Global Competitivity Report 2014–2015 [14] proposes the adjustment of the Global Competi-

tivity Index by a factor related to social inclusion and another factor related to the protection

of the environment -social sustainability adjusted Global Competitivity Index and environ-

mental sustainability Global Competitivity Index.

The idea to adjust the method of quantifying the economic development by including com-

ponents related to social inclusion and sustainability regarding the environment is reflected in

several working documents (i.e the Stiglitz-Sen-Fitoussi Report [15], Europe 2020 Strategy

[16], Life Quality Index [17] and the Sustainable Development Goals strategy). In terms of

quantifying environmental sustainability main contributions are included in Environmental

Performance Index (EPI) [18] and the Ecological Footprint [19], developed by the Global

Footprint Network and the Global Adaptation Index. The authors [20] have calculated the

emissions of carbon as a measurement tool for human well-being.

The Europe 2020 Agenda sets forth measures aimed at achieving more competitiveness,

sustainability and innovation in Europe. To implement such a package of measures and moni-

tor its implementation, the World Economic Forum elaborated the Europe 2020 Competitive-

ness Index, a composite index based on the dynamics in seven areas: innovation,

entrepreneurship, education and research, digitalization, employment, social inclusion and

sustainable environment development [21].

The goal of our study is to assess the importance of the renewable energy sector in Central

and East European countries compared to the results at EU level and to estimate the compati-

bility between economic growth and renewable energy consumption in the long run, as well as

in the short run. The short run analysis allows us to estimate the CEE economies’ reaction in

different stages of the transition of their national energy systems to the set objectives by imple-

menting the European environment protection strategies. The long run analysis will enable us

to capture the impact of the energy transition through the assessment of the equilibrium

between economic growth and a higher share of clean energy.

The importance and contribution to specialized literature of this study derives from three

novelties. Thus we aimed to cover a gap in the specialized literature by analyzing a group of 10

Central and Eastern European economies whose selection was not random but took into

account their relatively homogenous economic and social developments over the past seven

decades. The 10 economies account for almost 15 percent of the EU’s overall renewable energy

production, most of them having better results or closer to the EU target regarding renewable

energy’s share in the total energy consumption. We have also overcome the trap of analyzing

only the aggregate results by applying an ARDL model to examine the relationship between

economic growth and renewable energy consumption on both short- and longer-term for

each of the 10 economies. Moreover, we stopped short of explaining the differences between

the short-term and long-run coefficients solely in an econometric manner. Thus, we substanti-

ated which are the coordinates of the transition towards a new energy paradigm (on the short-

run) in order to match the long-term relationship between the economic growth and renew-

able energy consumption.

The study/paper structure is in line with the assumed objective and the contributions to the

specialized literature.

First, we review the findings of the most relevant studies published in the literature on the

subject chosen for our research and we set the main hypotheses on the possible correlation

between renewable energy consumption and economic growth. Second, we analyzed two of

the key economic development coordinates of CEE countries—economic growth as a result of

the process of transition to a functioning market economy and increased energy efficiency as a

Renewable energy consumption and economic growth
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result of the transition to the predominant consumption of renewable energy. With regard to

the energy component, we explained the features of the EU countries (with details on the anal-

ysis of the CEE economies) regarding the importance of the renewable energy sector, efforts to

reduce emissions of greenhouse gases and evolutions of energy intensity and of the degree of

energy dependence. In the next section we tested the hypotheses about the relationship

between economic growth and renewable energy consumption in the case of ten EU member

economies from Central and Eastern Europe in the period 1990–2014 using the Auto-regres-

sive and Distributed Lag (ARDL) approach, which allows us to capture the causality relations

between GDP and REC both on a short run and on a long run (a cointegration relationship).

Presentation of results and their interpretation is made in Section 5. The last section proposes

several conclusions on the issue studied in the paper.

2. Literature review

In the literature there is no agreement on the links between energy consumption and eco-

nomic growth because the structural features of the analyzed countries, their development

stage, econometric methods used and time frame analyzed are different. However, some

researchers, such as [22–26] have made a synthesis of the main results of the literature,

highlighting that four different hypotheses were tested and confirmed.

The first, called "non-causality hypothesis" or "neutrality hypothesis" argues that there is no

econometrically valid relationship of dependency between energy consumption and produc-

tion of final goods in an economy. This happens in countries whose real GDP growth relies, to

a greater extent, on service sector involving low energy consuming. Therefore, validating this

hypothesis implies that policies which seek to reduce energy consumption in order to decrease

greenhouse gas pollution effects will not negatively affect domestic output. Namely, the econ-

omy can be regarded as being decoupled from the dynamics of energy consumption.

The second is the "uni-directional causality from economic growth" or "conservation hypothe-
sis" according to which real GDP growth influences the consumption of energy. In this case

too, the decisions to decrease the consumption of energy will have only a marginal impact on

the dynamics of an economy. Conservation hypothesis can be analyzed both in the context in

which the economic activity leads to higher consumption of energy, and also in the fact that

economic activity leads to lower consumption as a result of constraints on the use of resources

and reduced demand for products with high energy consumption.

The next hypothesis is the "uni-directional causality from energy consumption" or "growth
hypothesis" according to which the consumption of energy has a great influence on the eco-

nomic growth process. If there is a positive relationship between these variables, then the pol-

lution reduction measures will negatively affect domestic output. However, the economic

reality has shown that there may be a negative relationship between consumption of energy

and real GDP growth that can be interpreted differently depending on the exogenous variable

change. Thus, lowering energy consumption positively boosts the domestic output if an econ-

omy will be based, to a greater extent, on service sector which are less energy consuming. Simi-

larly, the increased consumption of energy has a negative impact on the GDP, if an economy is

based on sectors with high energy intensity and low energy efficiency.

The last hypothesis is the "bi-directional causality" or "feedback hypothesis" according to

which the energy consumption and economic growth are interdependent. Thus, increasing

consumption of energy leads to higher real GDP, which in turn positively affects energy con-

sumption nationwide. In this case, environmental policies will generate both consumption

and GDP decrease, and the economic stimulus measures will lead to both GDP growth and the

increase in energy consumption.

Renewable energy consumption and economic growth
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Moreover [25] summarized the results of 48 studies published in prestigious international

journals, according to the above four hypothesis. Thus, 29% of researches have confirmed the

impact of energy consumption on domestic output, 27% have validated the feedback hypothe-

sis, 23% highlighted a statistically significant impact of the GDP on consumption of energy,

while 21% of the studies have not found a relationship between the two variables.

The dependency relationship between REC and real GDP growth has been less studied,

because the issue of production and renewable energy consumption has been undertaken only

recently as a fundamental objective for their future economic development. In this field, [27]

estimated that the macroeconomic efficiency of 45 countries has been improved due to higher

renewable energy consumption. The first author who has studied the relationship between

renewable energy and domestic output growth was [28,29]. He estimated for G7 economies

and for the Organization for Economic Co-operation Development (OECD) economies that

the increase of the real GDP per capita has a great impact on the renewable energy consump-

tion per capita. Also [30] validated the feedback hypothesis for 19 developed and developing

economies during 1984–2007 and [31] demonstrated, for 20 OECD economies, that there is a

positive impact of renewable energy consumption on the long run economic growth, if taking

into account the classical factors of potential GDP growth–gross fixed capital formation and

employment. The first analysis for the EU member states was conducted by [32] who showed

that between 1997 and 2007 there was no statistically significant relationship between eco-

nomic growth and renewable energy. Other researchers [33] argued that increasing renewable

energy production in OECD economies (1980–2007) allowed both accommodating additional

energy demand and also the support of the sustainable development objective, but without

compromising the potential domestic output. The authors [24,34] have both validated the

growth hypothesis and the reverse causality, from the economic growth. Other authors [35]

replaced the economic growth with the development level of the 154 economies surveyed to

better capture the impact of production from renewable sources. Thus, economic development

has led to long run increase in renewable production, but only in the case of the already devel-

oped economies. Moreover [36] innovated on the traditional analysis of growth and renewable

energy, arguing that the bi-directional causality is validated only if control variables are intro-

duced, such as political stability and capital stock. Other researchers [37] estimated for the G7

economies (1990–2011) that there is a bi-directional causality between real GDP growth and

renewable energy consumption. This conclusion was confirmed by [38] for a group of emerg-

ing economies and by [39] for 80 economies during the period 1990–2012. The conclusion of

those authors is that renewable energy is important for economic growth, which in turn stimu-

lates investment in renewable energy production or consumption from such alternative

sources. In these circumstances, government policies can pursue both the economic growth

targets and environmental protection. Another relevant research [40] revealed that in OECD

economies (1990–2010) there was a positive long run relationship between the real GDP, the

share of renewable energy consumption, the investment, the employment rate and the R&D

expenditure. Also [41] recommended that EU decision makers should make further progress

in reducing non-renewable energy and developing other sources of the energy, because the

alternative sources will boost the economic growth. In this field [42] demonstrated, on the

basis of nonparametric techniques, used for the first time in this context, the fact that in the

case of the emerging economies there is a non-linear M-shaped relationship to a consumption

level of 10 terawatts per hour, and then a U-shaped relationship between renewable energy

consumption and real GDP growth. In the case of the high income countries, there is also a

one-way relationship between those variables, only if the consumption from renewable is less

than 50 terawatts per hour.

Renewable energy consumption and economic growth
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Another researcher [43] conducted the first meta-analysis of the link between renewable

energy consumption and economic growth on the basis of 40 empirical studies concluding

that the probability of validating the neutrality hypothesis is greater on the short run than on

the long run, while the probability of validating the conservation hypothesis is similarly dis-

tributed according to the timeframe. In terms of feedback and growth hypotheses, represent-

ing the majority among the results obtained, the relationship between the two variables was

validated rather on the long run.

The authors [44] have analyzed the relationship between consumption of renewable energy

and economic growth on both short and long run, concluding that while for the short run

there is a uni-directional causality link between economic growth and renewable energy con-

sumption, in the long run we may speak about a bi-directional link. Also [45] has empirically

estimated the link between CO2 emissions, renewable energy and non-renewable energy and

economic growth, concluding that the heightened renewable energy consumption had posi-

tively influenced economic growth, while conventional energy had no positive impact on real

GDP, especially in developed countries. Other researchers [46] applied ARDL methodology to

a sample of 28 states to analyze the short run and long run relationship between energy con-

sumption and economic growth underlining that renewable energy had no impact on eco-

nomic growth while non-renewable energy had influenced that process.

Moreover [47] used a dynamic panel of equations for 72 states using 1990–2012 data to

demonstrate the validity of the feedback hypothesis between revenue and renewable energy

consumption and between trade and the increase of the consumption of this type of energy. In

another study [48] explained the need to change the analysis paradigm of the effects of an

increase of the renewable energy proportion on innovation, while [49] study supported the

idea according to which energy innovation has a consistent contribution to air pollution

reduction.

The authors [26] reviewed the literature concluding that most studies have validated a feed-

back hypothesis, which is a support to investments in alternative energy field. Moreover, the

two authors have noted the trend of the most recent panel studies is to rank countries studied

by similar features on energy and economic development.

The research theme regarding the relationship between economic growth and energy (con-

ventional and renewable) has been studied also for emerging countries. Thus [50] have ana-

lyzed this relationship, suggesting the estimation of an Index of Sustainable Economic Welfare

for emerging countries. Moreover [51] also proposed a detailed Index for Sustainable Eco-

nomic Welfare (ISEW), based on which to conduct a comparative analysis of the influence of

conventional energy and the renewable energy respectively on economic growth. Their study

indicates that the feedback hypothesis cannot be validated in the long run except for sustain-

able economic growth.

The researchers [52] have analyzed the relationship between renewable energy consump-

tion and economic growth on a sample of 17 emerging countries and have estimated that,

while the neutrality hypothesis is empirically supported for 12 out of the 17 states, the growth

hypothesis was validated only in Peru, the conservation hypothesis only in Colombia and

Thailand and the feedback hypothesis proved valid only for Greece and South Korea.

Nevertheless, there are few empirical studies on the relationship between GDP growth and

renewable energy in the new Member States of the European Union. Thus [53] analyzed the

relationship between these variables in the new EU countries and concluded that there is a sta-

tistically significant impact on domestic output only for Bulgaria, Estonia, Poland and Slove-

nia. Another study [54] analyzed the group of economies in the Balkans and the Black Sea

area, concluding that, in Romania, the hypothesis of the bi-directional causality was validated,

Renewable energy consumption and economic growth
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while in Greece and Bulgaria only the positive influence of renewable energy consumption on

the domestic output was confirmed.

The correlation between Romanian GDP environmental taxes and their impact on the wel-

fare is analyzed in the research paper [55]. A detailed analysis on how it can be fostered

increasing importance of renewable energy and hence economic growth in rural economies

found in research [56] Consistent practical methods that can be used for high-impact renew-

able energy on the potential of the European economies can be found in the works [57].

Also [58] have analyzed Romania’s renewable energy potential and explained the ways in

which it can be capitalized through investments and public-private partnerships. For Hungary

[59] proposed an optimization of the action plan aimed to ensure the use of renewable energy

taking into account the energy needs and the potential of this country. The researchers [60]

have also suggested for Bulgaria public policy measures that would ensure the implementation

of a scenario in which the 2020 and 2030 renewable energy consumption targets are met.

Looking at the relationship between renewable and non-renewable energy consumption and

economic development, [61] underscored that for the Baltics there was a uni-directional cau-

sality from economic development towards energy consumption from renewable sources, vali-

dating at a great extent the conservation hypothesis.

By analyzing of the specialized literature on the relationship between economic growth and

renewable energy we spotted three weaknesses which we have tried to address through our

paper/study. First referred to the absence of well-fundamental criteria to establish the kind of

economies which were included in various analyses. Even the label of emerging economies

would not solve this situation because such a category includes economies form different con-

tinents, with divergent evolutions over the past 20–30 years regarding both their economic

growth as well as their strategies in the energy sector. The second is that most studies offer

explanations for the whole group (in most cases extremely heterogeneous economies) but not

for each of the states included in that group. The third relates to the analysis of the short- and

long-term relation between economic growth and energy solely in an econometric manner

and in the context of weak/superficial/ economic explanations.

Our paper aims to analyze in detail a homogenous group of 10 CEE economies, all EU

Member States, to partially cover the gap we identified in the specialized literature. Although

some states in our sample are emerging economies, similar to those in Asia or South America,

their economic and social developments over the past seven decades (communist period, tran-

sition to market economy, aligning to the EU standards and convergence with the EU) require,

when studies, a different approach compared to those emerging economies in the world which

did not followed the same trajectory. In contrast with other specialized studies/papers, we aim

not only to explain the econometric validity of a certain hypothesis regarding the relationship

between economic growth and the renewable energy consumption, but also to underline and

substantiate the differences between the short-term and longer-run elasticity in the context of

two processes–the transition of the national energetic systems to non-polluting resources and

the compatibility of the results in the renewable energy with the EU assumed targets (the 2020

Europe Strategy) as well as with the global ones (the 2030 Agenda). The ARDL model allowed

us to analyses the short- and long-term elasticity for each of the 10 CEE states.

3. Growth and renewable energy sector. CEE economies in the

European context

From the point of view of economic development, there should be a sustainable economic

growth that will allow for the recovery of the income gap with the European average, ie an

improvement of the long-term energy efficiency in the context of ensuring energy security and

Renewable energy consumption and economic growth
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reducing conventional energy consumption. In both situations, CEE economies have been

faced with a transition process—the economic transition from a planned economy to a func-

tioning market economy, namely the transition of national energy systems to renewable

energy. We used the variables included in the Table A (in S1 Archive) to characterize the eco-

nomic growth and relevant energy features in the CEE countries.

3.1 Transition and economic growth of CEE countries

Before 1990, all 10 CEE states included in this paper had a centrally-planned economy, were

part of a common trade bloc while all the attempts to economic openness or structural reforms

have been sporadic (not generalized). Their transition to market economy started with a com-

mon scheme applied for all–the neo-liberal Washington Consensus model with main measures

including economic liberalization, privatization and the implementation of structural reforms.

If price and trade liberalization proceeded swiftly in the all CEE economies, their progress in

the economic governance area, competition, labor market, privatization and restructuring of

state-owned enterprises was divergent. Thus, Poland, the Czech Republic, Slovakia, Estonia,

Hungary and Slovenia followed a shock-therapy transition which meant accelerated sell-offs

and reforms. As a result they initially had to face high social costs followed by a fast macrosta-

bilisation and a relaunch of economic growth. In contrast, other states such as Romania and

Bulgaria opted for a gradual approach of the transition process due to the high social impact of

such economic changes. Reforms were delayed or postponed, therefore they witnessed a more

difficult stabilization of the economy while their economic recovery resumed late. The first

transformational recession (1991–1993) was followed by a three-year growth and narrowing

economic imbalances. As the Asian economic crisis (1997) and the one in Russia (1998)

unfolded, some of the CEE economies (the Czech Republic, Bulgaria, Romania) saw a second

recession in their first decade of the transition. If compared to the 1990 level, the 1993 GDP in

PPP (constant 2011 in USD) one may see that after the first three years of transition to the

market economy, Poland lost only 1% of GDP, the Czech Republic and Slovenia witnessed a

12% percent contraction in their output, while the Baltics posted plunges in their GDP ranging

from 32% to 48%. Among the 10 CEE economies analyzed, Poland saw the fastest recovery

reaching the initial GDP (of the 1990), in 1994. It was followed by Slovenia in 1995, the Czech

Republic in 1996 and Slovakia in 1997, while Romania and Bulgaria needed 13 years to exceed

the 1990 GDP level, and Latvia and Lithuania 15 years. To conclude, the first decade of the

transition to the market economy reveals divergent evolution of the CEE economies despite

their common reform route and relative similar initial conditions. Except for Poland, all the

other economies saw successive periods of economic growth and decline in their output

(Table 1).

Apart from these transition coordinates, the EU accession criteria were similar for all the 10

CEE economies, especially the one regarding the existence of a functional market economy.

The accession negotiations between 1998 and 2000 had ended with eight out of the 10 CEE

states joining the EU on May 1, 2004, while the other two (Romania and Bulgaria) entered on

January1, 2007. The EU Membership and macroeconomic stability had improved confidence

of foreign investors regarding the CEE economies, leading to an all-across-the-board eco-

nomic growth between 2000 and 2008. The GDP (constant 2011 international $) posted a

cumulated growth of 75% in eight years in countries such as Latvia and Lithuania, of over 60%

in Bulgaria, Romania and Slovakia and of below 40% in the most developed states in the

group–the Czech Republic and Slovenia. As a result, income gaps between the CEE economies

have been cut compared to 2000, while the gap versus the EU average fell by almost 15 percent-

age points to showcase the catching-up economic convergence process.

Renewable energy consumption and economic growth
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Despite such positive trends, the vulnerabilities accumulated during the period of economic

growth had significantly exposed most CEE economies to the effects of the global economic

and financial crisis of 2007–2008. As a consequence, nine CEE economies (exception is

Poland) entered recession, with GDP (constant 2011 international $) witnessing a contraction

ranging from 15% (in the Baltics) to 5% (the Czech Republic and Bulgaria) in one year only.

Fiscal consolidation measures helped them reduce budget, commercial and financial imbal-

ances, triggering recovery and a resumption of the CEE economies convergence to the EU

levels.

In 2014, all CEE states had GDP above their 2009 levels, with Lithuania, Latvia and Poland

being the most performant economies with cumulative growth of over 15%. The economic

growth contributed to the recovery of income gaps (as GDP per capita) compared to the EU

28 average. Thus, in 2014 the most developed economies were the Czech Republic and Slove-

nia, with a gap of less than 20 percentage points versus the EU average, while the less developed

were Romania and Bulgaria (Fig 1). As compared to the transition’s kick-off moment, the con-

vergence speed was higher in the less developed CEE states and more moderate for the Czech

Republic and Slovenia, where GDP per capita was above 70% of the EU average back in 1990.

Table 1. GDP, PPP (constant 2011 international $) - 1990 = 100%). Source: World Bank, 2018.

1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 2000 2004 2008 2009 2014

Bulgaria 92% 85% 84% 85% 88% 89% 88% 90% 112% 146% 139% 145%

Czech Republic 88% 88% 88% 91% 96% 100% 100% 105% 120% 148% 140% 149%

Estonia 92% 73% 68% 67% 76% 80% 89% 102% 131% 161% 138% 165%

Hungary 89% 86% 85% 88% 89% 89% 92% 103% 122% 134% 125% 134%

Lithuania 94% 74% 62% 56% 59% 62% 67% 74% 99% 130% 111% 132%

Latvia 87% 59% 53% 54% 53% 55% 59% 68% 92% 120% 103% 115%

Poland 93% 95% 99% 104% 111% 118% 126% 144% 162% 199% 204% 236%

Romania 87% 79% 81% 84% 90% 93% 89% 89% 113% 147% 137% 147%

Slovakia 85% 80% 81% 87% 92% 98% 104% 109% 131% 177% 167% 191%

Slovenia 91% 86% 89% 93% 100% 104% 109% 123% 141% 172% 158% 160%

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0202951.t001

Fig 1. GDP per capita (constant 2011 international $) 2014- EU28 = 100.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0202951.g001
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3.2 Energy features of CEE economies. Regarding the European context, the new para-

digm on economic growth model involves structural changes measured by the achievement of

several targets set in the Europe 2020 program document: the reduction of carbon dioxide

emissions by 20% compared to 1990 levels, the increase in the share of renewable energy con-

sumption in the final energy to 20%, and 20% increase in energy efficiency. Although [12]

notes that while there is no common global approach regarding the management of the risks

implied by the use of polluting resources, Central and Eastern Europe countries have made

great progress to a more sustainable development model in terms of green energy consump-

tion and increased energy efficiency.

Although the trends in renewable energy production are highly sensitive to natural and cli-

matic conditions, Eurostat data show a consistent increase in the amount of renewable energy

production in the EU28 by 73% in 2014 compared to 2004. In the European context (with

details on 10 CEE countries), the Baltic countries, Romania and Slovenia have set specific tar-

gets which are more ambitious than the average EU28 in terms of the share of renewable

energy in the final energy consumption (20%), while the Czech Republic, Slovakia and Bul-

garia have more lax targets. In the year 2014, Estonia, Romania, Lithuania, Bulgaria and the

Czech Republic had achieved their targets committed for 2020, while the EU average gap from

the target is 4 percentage points (Table 2).

Regarding the distribution by types of renewable energy production there is a focus on bio-

mass & waste (over 50% in all countries analyzed), although there are significant shares in

terms of hydropower, especially in Slovenia (44.4%), Romania (26.6%), Slovakia (25.1%) and

Bulgaria (21.5%) (Table 3).

The report [62] contains some interesting developments about the energy sector: an

increase in primary production of renewable energy and the amazing development of Euro-

pean investment projects in wind power and solar Photo voltaic in last five years. The strong

reliability on renewable energies is also observed in the increased employment in the energy

sector. For example, in 2014 year, EU28 registered the second largest share in the number of

workers in renewable energy relative to the total population, after Brazil.

A second pillar of the Europe 2020 strategy on sustainability in terms of environmental pro-

tection is to reduce the greenhouse gas emissions. The countries analyzed made efforts to meet

the targets set in the Europe 2020 strategy (target level—80), the reductions in the emission of

greenhouse gas emissions being consistent, compared to the base year (1990).(Table 4)

In Romania, according to Eurostat, the greenhouse emissions decreased between 2005 and

2014 by 38% (from 129 million tons of CO2 to 93 million tons of CO2 equivalent—representing

Table 2. Share of renewable energy in gross final energy consumption–CEE countries and EU28 average (%).

Source: Eurostat, 2017.

Country / Years 2014 Target Europe 2020

Latvia 38.7 40

Estonia 26.5 25

Romania 24.9 24

Lithuania 23.9 23

Slovenia 21.9 25

Bulgaria 18.0 16

European Union 16.0 20

Czech Republic 13.4 13

Slovakia 11.6 14

Poland 11.4 15

Hungary 9.5 13

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0202951.t002
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36% of the volume of such emissions for the year 1990), Romania thereby meeting the specific tar-

gets assumed [63].

In respect of increasing energy efficiency, the latest Eurostat data indicate primary energy

consumption in Romania of 30.8 Mtep in 2014, lower by 0.2 Mtep than in 2013 but still higher

than that of many countries from Central and Eastern Europe. (Table 5)

EU accession of the CEE countries in May 2004 and January 2007 led to increased energy

efficiency, their development models being characterized by lower energy intensity. Thus,

making a comparison between the situation in 2014 and that in 2007 we can notice that energy

consumption per unit of GDP decreased by 12% in the EU28, while in Lithuania it dropped by

31%, in Romania by 26% and in Slovakia by 21%. In Estonia, energy consumption related to

GDP increased and there is a marginal reduction in Latvia [64]. (Table 6)

In the current geostrategic context, our analysis on the degree of energy dependence can

reveal the vulnerabilities of energy and industrial policies in the Central and Eastern European

countries but also the need to increase the share of renewable energy in the energy mix pro-

duced by these countries. Thus, the EU as a whole has a high energy dependency, while Lithua-

nia, Hungary and Slovakia are the CEE countries which are the most exposed to a negative

shock in energy sector. (Table 7)

Table 3. Production of renewable energy and its distribution by types (selected EU countries). Source: Eurostat, 2017.

Country/

Indicators

Primary production

(thousand toe)

Share of total, 2014

(%)

2004 2014 Solar energy Biomass & waste Geothermal energy Hydro power Wind energy

EU28 113,134 195,814 6.1 63.1 3.2 16.5 11.1

Bulgaria 1,009 1,842 6.9 63.6 1.8 21.5 6.2

Czech Republic 1,875 3,656 5.4 89.0 0.0 4.5 1.1

Estonia 681 1,186 0.0 95.4 0.0 0.2 4.4

Latvia 1,837 2,371 0.0 92.3 0.0 7.2 0.5

Lithuania 849 1,358 0.5 92.8 0.1 2.5 4.0

Hungary 950 2,051 0.5 89.2 6.3 1.3 2.8

Poland 4,321 8,054 0.2 89.0 0.3 2.3 8.2

Romania 4,594 6,090 2.3 61.9 0.5 26.6 8.8

Slovenia 822 1,180 2.8 50.1 2.7 44.4 0.0

Slovakia 745 1,441 4.0 70.4 0.5 25.1 0.0

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0202951.t003

Table 4. Greenhouse gas emissions (1990 = 100).Source: Eurostat, 2017.

Country / Years 2014

EU28 77

Bulgaria 53

Czech Republic 64

Estonia 53

Latvia 44

Lithuania 40

Hungary 61

Poland 81

Romania 36

Slovenia 89

Slovakia 55

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0202951.t004
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Although it is not a priority objective of this research, a minimum assessment of the

dynamics of the EU states’ energy dependency ratio shows that it has continuously picked up

since 2000. Given that more than half of the EU Member States imported over 50% of their

overall energy consumption (from EU and non-EU countries), we may see a major vulnerabil-

ity to the eventual sudden fall in the supply or to heightened volatility of energy prices globally.

The latest Eurostat data (for 2015) show a low degree of energy dependency (calculated as a

proportion of imports in total consumption) in Estonia (7.4%), Romania (17.1%) and Poland

(29.3%) and a higher degree in Belgium (84.3%), Ireland (88.7%), Luxemburg, Malta and

Cyprus (over 96%) [1].

The new sustainable development strategy at the global level is the 2030 Agenda. The docu-

ment incorporates 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and aims to reduce poverty and

to promote inclusive growth compatible with environment protection. Given the theme of our

research, the analysis of the latest official statistics demonstrates that the EU countries (espe-

cially CEE states) recorded significant progress as regards the fulfilment of the targets under

the Sustainable Development Goals—‘affordable and clean energy’, ‘responsible consumption

and production’ and ‘climate action’. As an example, in the past 15 years it may be noticed a

consistent improvement of energy efficiency and a significant reduction of greenhouse gas

emissions, especially due to an increase proportion of renewable energy in the overall energy

consumption [1].

The analysis of the recent trends regarding the two major pillars included in the strategy to

increase energy efficiency—energy consumption and share of renewable energy in gross final

energy consumption—shows that the majority of CEE states register a positive trajectory

regarding the observance of their commitments under the Europe 2020 Strategy and the 2030

Agenda. Thus, the energy efficiency should be raised by 20% until 2020 and by at least 27%

(with a view to 30%) till 2030, while the share of renewable energy consumption should reach

20% in 2020 and 27% in 2030, according to the 2030 Climate and Energy Policy Framework.

The primary energy consumption fell in the CEE economies over the past nine years, except

for Poland and Estonia–states whose consumption grew in 2014 versus 2005.

Nevertheless, the comparative analysis of European economies should be regarded with

caution, given that the assumed targets under the Europe 2020 Strategy and the 2030 Agenda

are different because the initial conditions, including the natural-geographical ones, the struc-

ture of renewable energy sources and output capacities are specific. Moreover, according to

the [1], the differences between European states derive from both the size of the renewable

energy support schemes, as well as from the regulations regarding the introduction with

Table 5. Primary energy consumption (Million tones of oil equivalent).Source: Eurostat, 2017.

Countries / Years 2014 Target

European Union (28 countries) 1507 1483

Bulgaria 17,2 16,9

Czech Republic 38,6 39,6

Estonia 6,6 6,5

Latvia 4,4 5,4

Lithuania 5,6 6,5

Hungary 20,7 24,1

Poland 89,1 96,4

Romania 30,8 43

Slovenia 6,5 7,3

Slovakia 15,3 16,4

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0202951.t005
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priority of renewable energy in the energy consumption mix. Looking ahead, the EU states

will be able to easily meet their commitments regarding “affordable and clean energy" if we

take into account the fact that apart from the domestic fiscal stimulus they will benefit from 29

billion euro funds available under the EU Cohesion Policy over 2014 and 2020 also for financ-

ing investments to improve energy efficiency, research and development of non-polluting

technologies and development of renewable energy output. The rise in renewable energy pro-

duction should rely on the most advanced and innovative technologies that may ensure signifi-

cant reduction of greenhouse gas emissions [65].

The effects of an increased share of renewable energy in the output and consumption of EU

states have been quantified by the [66]. According to the Report, 77% of the new capacity gen-

erated in the EU in 2015 came from renewable energy. Almost a third of the electricity con-

sumption was supported by renewable energy sources, while the increase in renewable energy

consumption led to an estimated 10% cut in CO2 emissions and a 2% reduction in primary

energy consumption. For the CEE states there is also a significant impact of increased renew-

able energy consumption on GHG emissions over the past ten years, as well as on fossil fuel

consumption and primary energy consumption. Data analysis reveals a strong effect of higher

renewable energy consumption growth in CEE countries [66].

Basically, between 1990 and 2014, renewable energy consumption increased 3.8-fold on

average in the countries under consideration, with the largest increases being recorded in

Poland and Bulgaria (Fig 2).

Table 6. Energy intensity of the economy (primary energy consumption related to GDP / kg of oil equivalent per 1000 euro).Source: Eurostat, 2017.

Countries/Years 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014

EU (28 countries) 138.5 137.6 135.6 137.6 130.3 129.9 128.2 121.5

Bulgaria 542.8 509.2 463.9 464.9 490.1 467.8 426.3 445.2

Czech Republic 296.2 281.9 277.8 285.7 269.8 270.5 267.9 256.3

Estonia 344.4 352.2 372 417.9 390.4 370.3 400.2 390.5

Latvia 218.2 217.5 243.9 260.2 231.6 230.9 220.9 215.7

Lithuania 294.9 286.6 307.3 242.2 235.8 229.9 209.3 202.5

Hungary 258.9 254.8 257.4 261.5 250.1 238.3 225.7 217.7

Poland 297.1 288.2 270.6 278.3 265.3 252.8 250.3 233.3

Romania 318.8 293 278.3 282.5 285.4 274.4 243 234.7

Slovenia 195.1 199.7 197 202.6 201 198.6 195.7 184.5

Slovakia 277.3 269 260.7 264.2 250.3 236.3 237.1 220.1

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0202951.t006

Table 7. Degree of energy dependency (net imports relative to the necessary gross energy consumption including stocks) (%).Source: Eurostat, 2017.

Countries/Years 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014

EU28 52.8 54.5 53.5 52.6 54 53.4 53.1 53.5

Bulgaria 50.7 51.7 45.1 39.6 36 36.1 37.7 34.5

Czech Republic 25.1 28 27.2 25.6 28 25.3 27.9 30.4

Estonia 24.7 24.7 22 13.6 12 17 11.9 8.9

Latvia 62.5 58.8 60.4 45.5 59.9 56.4 55.9 40.6

Lithuania 61.2 57.8 49.9 81.8 81.7 80.3 78.3 77.9

Hungary 61.2 63.2 58.6 58.2 51.8 52.1 52.1 61.7

Poland 25.5 30.2 31.6 31.3 33.4 30.6 25.6 28.6

Romania 31.7 28 20.3 21.9 21.6 22.7 18.5 17

Slovenia 52.5 55.1 48.5 48.6 47.7 51.1 46.9 44.6

Slovakia 68.3 64.4 66.5 63.1 64.3 60.2 59.2 60.9

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0202951.t007
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Therefore, a rise in the renewable energy output in the CEE states triggered a reduction of

air pollution and of energy intensity in the economy, which comes to confirm the importance

of the switch towards a sustainable development model from both the economic and energetic

perspectives.

4. Material and methods

In this study, we used data series of gross domestic product (GDP) expressed in Purchasing

Power Parity (PPP) in constant prices of 2011 (international $) and renewable energy con-

sumption (REC), expressed in Thousand tons of oil equivalent (TOE). Annual data from 1990

to 2014 were obtained from the World Bank and from Eurostat (according to Table B in S1

Archive). We used a logarithmic transformation of the two variables, so that the coefficients

resulting from panel regressions can be interpreted as elasticities.

The 10 economies from CEE, all EU Member States, have been included in our study based

on the following criteria. First, these economies had similar trajectories as regards their eco-

nomic development–the planned allocation of resources in the economy up to 1990 followed

by transition towards a market economy based on the Washington Consensus model, their

accession to the EU in 2004 (the Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Lithuania, Latvia, Poland,

Slovakia, Slovenia) and in 2007 (Bulgaria and Romania) as a result of meeting certain common

conditionalities, i.e. a recovery of development imbalances based on foreign direct investments

(mostly from the EU) and on EU funds which were allocated based on the same criteria to all

these economies. Secondly, there were some common features of the energy sector–the highest

energy consumption to produce a GDP unit, the highest functioning costs of the energy system

respectively. Thus, in 2010, the average costs of the energy system were of 12.76% of GDP in

the EU compared to 21.3% on average in the 10 CEE states, with values ranging from over 25%

of GDP in Latvia and Bulgaria to a minimum level of 17.8% in Slovenia –the most developed

economy among the 10 CEE states (EC, 2014). The third is the fact that specialized literature

was not interested to analyses this group of economies despite the fact that CEE states enjoy

similar economic challenges and context.

The main objective was testing the four hypotheses on the relationship between economic

growth and renewable energy consumption in the case of ten EU economies, with a similar

level of development and with a common economic and social evolution during the period

Fig 2. Renewable energies—gross inland consumption (TOE) (1990 versus 2014).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0202951.g002
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1990–2014, despite the divergences arising from the specific features of each economy. There-

fore, we intended to identify the type of relationship between the two variables both on the

short run, in order to capture the specific dynamics of the economies studied, and especially

also on the long run, taking into account the membership to the European economic and

social model. In this context, we opted for Auto-regressive and Distributed Lag (ARDL)

modeling procedure, which allows capturing causality relationships between GDP and REC

both on short run and on the long run, the latter proving a cointegration relationship between

the variables. The main reason for selecting such a model is that it is adapted to homogenous

economies (such as CEE states), offering a perspective on both the transition process towards a

new energetic paradigm for each country, by estimating the short-term relationship, as well as

on the impact on the economic development, by estimating the long-term relationship.

Beyond the economic arguments, the ARDL model has other advantages regarding economet-

ric estimation accuracy.

Thus, according to [67] the ARDL model, unlike the Engle-Granger or Johansen tech-

niques, can be applied regardless of whether the variables are stationary or become stationary

through the first difference, so that the analysis of stationarity becomes a process which is less

dependent on the stationarity estimation technique used. The model cannot be used if at least

one variable has a higher integration degree, for example I(2). Also, based on the ARDL

model, it can obtain an error correction model, which integrates both the short run dynamics,

and also the long run equilibrium. In addition, according to [68], the selection of the optimum

ARDL model involves automatic correction of the residual serial correlation and of the endo-

geneity problem. Choosing the ARDL panel is also justified by the recommendations provided

in the literature based on the relative length of the period considered and the number of cross

sections analyzed. Thus, when there is a relatively smaller group of members compared to the

number of years taken into account, then the ARDL approach is used and, otherwise, the Gen-

eralized Method of Moments (GMM) is resorted to.

Considering the arguments presented above, in this research we opted for the "Pooled

mean group (PMG)" method of estimation, proposed by [69] in a panel of ARDL type. That

method is based on a very low degree of heterogeneity between the cross-sections because it

leads to the estimation of a long run coefficient available for each member of the panel, while

heterogeneity is a feature specific to the short run coefficients, as a result of the dynamics

recorded by each economy. In this study, the long run homogeneity of the ten economies

results from several common factors, such as the period of transition to a market economy, the

process of accession to the European Union and trade and financial links with it, adapting

national energy strategy to policies set at EU level and to the objectives set by the Kyoto Proto-

col. Heterogeneity among the ten economies is valid only on the short run due to the structural

features of each of them, which causes a different reaction of economic growth depending on

renewable energy consumption. In conclusion, on a short run, it takes into account the differ-

ences between economies, while, on a long run, it assumes the existence of identical effects.

Therefore, the PMG estimation method it applies if there is a long-run relationship (ie cointe-

gration) between the dependent variable and the independent variables. Once this hypothesis

confirmed, the long-run coefficients are estimated based on the ARDL model.

According to [69], the relationship between economic growth (GDP) and renewable energy

consumption (REC) can be written as the ARDL type panel, as follows:

DGDPit¼ α1i þ
Pm� 1

j¼1
βijDGDPi;t� j þ

Pn� 1

k¼0
γikDRECi;t� k þ δ1GDPi;t� 1 þ δ2RECi;t� 1 þ ε1i;t ð1Þ

DRECit¼ α2i þ
Pm� 1

j¼1
θijDRECi;t� j þ

Pn� 1

k¼0
μikDGDPi;t� k þ σ1GDPi;t� 1 þ σ2RECi;t� 1 þ ε2i;t ð2Þ
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where GDP, REC represent the logarithm of gross domestic product and consumption of

renewable energy, Δ is the operator used to calculate the first difference, ε refers to the model

error, and αi is the constant specific to each country i of the ten CEE economies.

In order to assess the long run relation between the two variables analyzed by the panel we

used two test of cointegration—Pedroni and Kao. Both exploit the Engle Granger procedure

applied to the residual of the regression. According to this technique the variables are cointe-

grated if the two are stationary at the first difference I (1) and if the residual stationary at level I

(0). Thus, if the residual become stationary at the first difference (I) there is no cointegration

relationship between the two variables. The researcher [70] used the residual of the long-run

regression to build four statistical tests for cointegration which assume a homogenous autore-

gressive term (panel, within-dimension tests), and three statistical tests which rely on the het-

erogeneity of the autoregressive term (group, between-dimension tests). The first three out of

four in the first category are non-parametrical tests–first is similar to a long-run V-ratio, the

second is a Phillips-Peron (PP) (rho) statistic test, while the third similar with the Phillips-

Peron (t) statistic test. The last in the first category is a parametric test similar to Augmented

Dickey Fuller (ADF) (t) statistic one. The second category included a PP (rho) statistic test,

another one similar to PP (t) and the third featuring an ADF (t) statistic test. Moreover [71]

applied the ADF test to the residual of the model comprising 1st order integrated variables

(like Pedroni), assuming that the initial regression had homogenous coefficients, fixed effects

but without a deterministic trend. Both cointegrated tests of the panel assume a null hypothesis

of”no cointegration”, which is rejected if the probability values are below of a certain statistical

significance level.

Once the cointegration relationship between the GDP and REC variables confirmed, it can

develop the vector error correction model to analyze the short-run relations between the two

data series. To select the optimal lag of each variable in the two ARDL equations, we used the

Akaike information criterion (AIC) minimization rule, applied for the variables GDP and

REC. The Error Correction Term (ECT) used in both models (3) and (4) refers to the residual

resulting after applying the long run equilibrium condition between the two variables. Accord-

ing to the Pooled mean group methodology, on the long run the same coefficients result for

each cross-section from the group analyzed:

DGDPit¼ α1i þ
Pm� 1

j¼1
βijDGDPi;t� j þ

Pn� 1

k¼0
γikDRECi;t� k þ aECTt� 1 þ e1i;t ð3Þ

DRECit¼ α2i þ
Pm� 1

j¼1
θijDRECi;t� j þ

Pn� 1

k¼0
μikDGDPi;t� k þ bECTt� 1 þ e2i;t ð4Þ

The coefficients a and b represent the speed of adjustment to long-run equilibrium level. If

each of these coefficients is in the (-1, 0) range, then the error correction mechanism is stable

and ECT helps to adjust the long-run relationship due to the impact of a specific exogenous

shock. In the case of positive a, b coefficients the ECT model leads to the model deviation from

the long-run equilibrium so that a certain shock will no longer be neutralized. If those ratios

are closer to 0, then the exogenous shock adjustment is performed at low speed, while the

closeness to -1 corresponds to a high shock adjustments in one period taken into account (for

example, one year in the case of annual data, a quarter for quarterly data etc.).

The last step in testing the assumptions of economic growth and renewable energy con-

sumption is the application of the Granger causality principles on the short and long run,

according to the estimated coefficients of Eqs (3) and (4). Thus, null hypothesis (H0) lack of
short-run causality between REC and GDP is confirmed when γik = 0, and the one specific to

the relationship between GDP and REC is validated when μik = 0. Regarding the long-run
Granger causality, the hypothesis H0 is tested depending on the associated coefficient ECTt-1,
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a = 0 (Eq 3) and b = 0 (Eq 4). In conclusion, there is a strong Granger causality between the var-

iables REC and GDP, and between GDP and REC if the null hypotheses (H0) γik = a = 0

and μik = b = 0 are rejected.

5. Results and discussion

In this section we showed the results of applying the algorithm of panel ARDL model. Thus,

first we tested the stationarity of the two data series used to investigate the validity of the

ARDL model. Then, we tested the existence of a cointegration relationship between economic

growth and renewable energy consumption. Subsequently, we found the optimum number of

ARDL model lags, based on minimum of Akaike criterion. The confirmation of the cointegra-

tion relationship allowed us to test the error correction models, based on which we obtained

the long-run and short-run relationships between variables. Finally, we tested the four hypoth-

eses of the relationship between growth and renewable energy consumption based on the coef-

ficients resulting from the short run equations of the ten economies analyzed. To estimate the

results of the ARDL models we used the Eviews 9.5 software.

5.1 The testing of data series stationarity and of the cointegration

relationship

To test the presence of a unit root we used four tests specific to the analysis of the panel statio-

narity, such as [72–74], and the Fisher ADF and PP type tests. The first test considers that indi-

vidual unit root tests (for each cross section) have limited explanatory power, so individual

residuals are standardized in order to apply the test of the unit root at the full panel level—com-
mon unit root. The Breitung test is similar to it, only it does not consider the deterministic

trend in the estimation of individual residuals. Im, Pesaran, Shin and Fisher-type tests cancel

the restrictive assumption of Levin, Lin and Chu and Breitung and suppose an individual unit
root. Thus, the first two categories of tests have null hypothesis of the non-stationarity based

on a common unit root and the other two involve estimating the null hypothesis based on an

individual unit root. In this case, the null hypothesis is accepted if a variable has unit root for

all cross-sections analyzed and is rejected if some of them (but not all) have a unit root. If the

null hypothesis is rejected at a certain significance threshold (depending on the probability

associated with the test), then that variable is stationary. To test the stationarity of the variables

included in the model, we used both the variant in which only the intercept is included, and

also that of including the intercept and the trend, using a maximum number of two lags selected

by using the Akaike informational criterion (AIC).

The results obtained after testing the unit root were included in Tables 8 and 9. According

to them, there is a mix of results on stationary tests used. For example, the inclusion of a trend

generally contributes to reject the null hypothesis at the level—I(0). Thus, the variables GDP

and REC have the same order of integration I(0) or I(1) when using only the individual inter-
cept or different orders of integration for Levin, Lin & Chu and PP—Fisher Chi-square Tests

when using Individual intercept and trend. No variable becomes stationary using the second

difference, so that the first condition is validated for using the ARDL model.

Regarding the tests of cointegration relationship, following individual unit root tests for

variables with an Individual intercept (according to Tables 8 and 9) it results that both GDP

and REC variables become stationary with the first difference. Therefore Pedroni and Kao

cointegration tests may be applied to identify the long-run relationships between economic

growth and renewable energy consumption, between consumption and growth respectively.

In line with the results included in Table 10, the Kao test rejects the null hypothesis H0 of

“no cointegration” for both models at the 1% statistical significance level. The Pedroni test
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finds the existence of cointegration between GDP and REC, respectively REC and GDP, for 4 out

of 7 statistical tests at 5% percent threshold and for 5 tests if the statistical significance level is 10%.

The rho statistics for Panel and Group are the only confirming the lack of cointegration in the

case of the two models. A long-run relationship between economic growth and renewable energy

consumption (irrespective of their order in the model) had been confirmed also by the Fisher-

Johansen combined test of panel cointegration. Moreover [75] used Johansen cointegration test

[76] t and Fischer [77] recommendation to combine individual tests to achieve a statistic test for

the full panel (overall statistic test). To test the null hypothesis of “no cointegration” the likelihood

ratio trace statistics and maximum eigenvalue statistics were used. Johansen Fisher test confirms

the existence of a cointegration relationship between the analyzed variables at the 1% significance

level, according to the probabilities that use the asymptotic Chi-square distribution (Table 11).

Next, we have chosen an optimal lag specific of the ARDL model, according with the mini-

mum levels of the Akaike criterion, obtained with the econometric Eviews software. Thus, the

minimum value of the informational criterion specific to Eq 3 was recorded for the ARDL

model (2,1), which corresponds to j = 1 in the case of the first difference of GDP, and a k = 0

corresponding to the first differences of REC. In the case of the Eq 4, the optimal lag was 1

both for GDP and also for the variable REC, which corresponds to a ARDL model (1,1).

Table 9. Testing REC stationarity.

REC LEVEL First Difference Conclusion

Individual

intercept

Individual

intercept and

trend

Individual

intercept

Individual

intercept and

trend

Individual

intercept

Individual intercept

and trend

Statistic Prob. Statistic Prob. Statistic Prob. Statistic Prob.

Levin, Lin & Chu t� (common unit root

process)

-3.458 0.0003 -3.3239 0.0004 -9.8916 <0.0001 -4.2439 <0.0001 I(0) I(0)

Breitung t-stat (common unit root

process)

- - -1.0188 0.1542 - - -7.7836 <0.0001 - I(1)

Im, Pesaran and Shin W-

stat (individual unit root process

0.205 0.5815 -4.1467 <0.0001 -13.015 <0.0001 -10.424 <0.0001 I(1) I(0)

ADF—Fisher Chi-square (individual

unit root process

24.064 0.2396 53.4156 0.0001 162.731 <0.0001 118.425 <0.0001 I(1) I(0)

PP—Fisher Chi-square (individual unit

root process

10.144 0.9655 24.9271 0.2042 163.531 <0.0001 134.942 <0.0001 I(1) I(1)

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0202951.t009

Table 8. Testing GDP stationarity.

GDP LEVEL First Difference Conclusion

Individual

intercept

Individual

intercept and

trend

Individual

intercept

Individual

intercept and

trend

Individual

intercept

Individual intercept

and trend

Statistic Prob. Statistic Prob. Statistic Prob. Statistic Prob.

Levin, Lin & Chu t� (common unit root

process)

-2.61589 0.0044 -0.46856 0.3197 -7.8040 <0.0001 -3.7882 0.0001 I(0) I(1)

Breitung t-stat (common unit root

process)

- - -1.01067 0.1561 - - -1.9536 0.0254 - I(1)

Im, Pesaran and Shin W-stat (individual

unit root process

0.8105 0.7912 -2.63633 0.0042 -8.6614

<0.0001

-4.7888

<0.0001

I(1) I(0)

ADF—Fisher Chi-square (individual

unit root process

11.3745 0.9359 42.6776 0.0023 106.70

<0.0001

56.965

<0.0001

I(1) I(0)

PP—Fisher Chi-square (individual unit

root process

2.42873 1 49.2489 0.0003 100.25

<0.0001

72.575

<0.0001

I(1) I(0)

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0202951.t008
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5.2 The estimate of the error correction model, hypothesis test and

interpretation of results

The short-run dynamics of the model variables lead, according to the PMG estimator, to dif-

ferent values for each of the ten economies analyzed, in the context in which the long-run rela-

tionship is homogenous to the economies in the group. In Table 12 we included the results of

applying the PMG estimator for the error correction models described by Eqs (3) and (4).

Thus, if renewable energy consumption increases by 1% at the CEE countries level, then GDP

will increase by 0.66%, which is proof of the positive influence exerted on economic growth by the

European and national policies of environmental protection. Also, a 1% increase in GDP leads to

growing interest towards alternative energy sources, this being reflected in a higher growth rate of

the REC by 0.32%. The two models are stable because the speed adjustment coefficients of exoge-

nous shocks are different from 0 and negative. Thus, the long-run economic equilibrium between

GDP and REC is restored after about 12 years, while the equilibrium corresponding to the long-

run relationship between REC and GDP is achieved after about 8 years.

We continued with the implementation of the methodology by testing the Granger causal-

ity (Table 13). According to Eq (5) F statistics corresponding to the strong Granger causality

was calculated by comparing SSR (Sum squared residuals) specific to the unrestricted model

with the SSR related to the restricted model obtained by validating the null hypotheses H0, ie

γik = a = 0, and μik = b = 0 respectively.

Fstatistic ¼
ðSSRRestricted � SSRUnrestrictedÞ=no:of :restrictions

SSRUnrestricted=ðno:of :observations � no:of :regressorsÞ
ð5Þ

Table 10. Panel cointegration tests–Pedroni and Kao.

Cointegration between GDP and REC Cointegration between REC and GDP

Pedroni test Panel v-Statistic 1.365731� 3.454539���

Panel rho-Statistic -1.184897 -0.419110

Panel PP-Statistic -3.964512��� -1.962425��

Panel ADF-Statistic -2.823269��� -4.088382���

Group rho-Statistic -0.087630 0.611567

Group PP-Statistic -3.611839��� -1.540912�

Group ADF-Statistic -1.736454�� -4.153948���

Kao test ADF Statistic -3.718325��� -5.017859���

Note

���) 1% significance level

��) 5% significance level

�) 10% significance level

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0202951.t010

Table 11. Panel cointegration test–Johansen Fisher.

Number of cointegration relations Fisher statistics

(trace test)

Fisher statistics

(maximum eigenvalue test)

Value Probability Value Probability

None 121.7 <0.0001 102.0 <0.0001

At most 1 47.05 0.0006 47.05 0.0006

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0202951.t011
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The value of the F statistic corresponding to model (3) was 48.91216766 and the one for

model (4) was 16.5968606. Regarding the Granger causality between the renewable energy

consumption and economic growth, our results showed that the long-run relationship is con-

firmed with a probability close to 100% and the short-run relationship is invalidated. Thus, in

the case of the group of the Central and Eastern European countries a bidirectional causality

between GDP and REC is confirmed on the long run, which validates the feedback hypothesis.
After applying the PMG estimation method for the two models (3) and (4), the result is a

homogenous long-run relationships between GDP and REC and between REC and GDP, as

well as heterogeneous short-run relationships for each economy of the panel, based on which

the speed of shock adjustment and the Granger causality both on the short run and long run

could be analyzed.

Table 14 includes the results of testing the growth hypothesis (ie the unidirectional causality

relationship from renewable energy consumption to economic growth). This hypothesis is val-

idated in the short-run for seven economies–the Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Lithuania,

Poland, Slovakia and Slovenia, in whose case the dynamics of renewable energy consumption

trigger (in Granger terms) a mild reduction of the economic growth rate. The strategies to

stimulate renewable energy production generate certain costs to adapt the national energy

Table 12. Error correction model.

Dependent variable

ΔGDPit ΔRECit

Coefficient t-Statistic P value Coefficient t-Statistic P value

Long Run Equation

RECit 0.661538��� 11.08643 <0.001

GDPit 0.319400�� 2.450713 0.0150

Short Run Equation

ECTt-1 (first model) -0.088318�� -2.383885 0.0180

ECTt-1 (second model) -0.120278��� -3.634241 0.0003

ΔGDPi,t-1 0.376585��� 9.087468 <0.001

ΔRECit -0.054177��� -3.459625 0.0007

ΔGDPit 0.274599 1.403972 0.1617

Constant (first model) 1.787422�� 2.387080 0.0179

Constant (second model) -0.047213�� -2.009250 0.0457

Note

���) 1% significance threshold

��) 5% significance threshold

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0202951.t012

Table 13. Granger causality.

Hypothesis H0

(no Granger causality)

t statistic/F statistic� Probability of rejecting H0

(3) (4) (3) (4) (3) (4)

Short run Granger causality γik = 0 μik = 0 -3.459625 1.403972 99.9993% 83.83%�

Long run Granger causality a = 0 b = 0 -2.383885 -3.634241 99.982% 99.9997%

Strong Granger causality γik = a = 0 μik = b = 0 48.91216766� 16.5968606� 99.9999% 99.9994%

Note

�) Null hypothesis is confirmed

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0202951.t013
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system taking into account the investments needed to expand the infrastructure and the inter-

mittent character of such forms of energy. Therefore, the transition towards a higher share of

renewable energy may trigger in the short run higher average production cost and a decrease

of energy efficiency that will negatively affect the economic growth rate. The short run results

are in line with estimates by [5], [46], [78] and [79].

In the case of the poorest three economies included in the sample (Bulgaria, Romania and

Latvia), real GDP dynamics are not influenced by the change in renewable energy consump-

tion, indicating that in the short run economic growth is decoupled from energy consumption

from renewable sources. On the long run, the growth hypothesis is rejected in Romania, Czech

Republic and Hungary, even if the Granger causality relation is valid for the latter two econo-

mies. However, in their case, the error correction model ensures no exogenous shock absorp-

tion for ensuring the long run equilibrium. Baltic economies have the highest shock

adjustment speed, which is characteristic to smaller economies that have greater economic

flexibility. Therefore, in most CEE economies, renewable energy consumption is a useful vari-

able to better forecast the long-run potential output. This means that investments made to

increase production and consumption of renewable energy are able to generate a better fore-

cast of the GDP trend.

Table 15 includes the results of the conservation hypothesis test. This hypothesis was vali-

dated on the short run only in four of the ten economies—Hungary, Lithuania, Slovenia and

Latvia. In their case, the forecast of the REC is improved after analyzing the dynamics of GDP

in previous years. On the long run, the Granger causality relationship between the two vari-

ables is econometrically valid for nine of the ten economies surveyed (except Hungary),

highlighting that the economic growth process generates growing demand for energy from

renewable resources, which are less polluting. In other words, the forecast of the future values

of renewable energy consumption and greenhouse gas emissions will be influenced by the cur-

rent potential economic growth. According to the coefficients associated with the speeds of

shock adjustment, Latvia will reach the long run equilibrium in around three years, while in

Poland and Romania the shock neutralization occurs in about 5 years.

After centralizing the results obtained in the Tables 14 and 15, it results a grouping of the

ten panel economies according to the four hypotheses on the relationship between economic

growth and energy consumption (Table 16).

Table 14. Growth hypothesis.

Adjustment Speed t-Statistic P value REC!

GDP (long run)�
ΔREC t-Statistic P value REC!

GDP (short run)

Bulgaria -0.068733 -46.26887 <0.0001 YES -0.005456 -1.581587 0.2119 NO

Czech Republic 0.048573 10.60973 0.0018 NO��� -0.036444 -8.532375 0.0034 YES�

Estonia -0.20070 -65.35233 <0.0001 YES -0.148625 -23.91951 0.0002 YES�

Hungary 0.064224 34.24847 0.0001 NO��� -0.089624 -17.12028 0.0004 YES�

Latvia -0.161265 -31.58744 0.0001 YES -0.029022 -0.497119 0.6533 NO

Lithuania -0.314513 -104.8871 <0.0001 YES -0.101462 -5.231563 0.0136 YES��

Poland -0.029730 -43.58588 <0.0001 YES -0.014728 -43.53131 <0.0001 YES�

Romania -0.005502 -1.651945 0.1971 NO 0.003407 0.765820 0.4995 NO

Slovakia -0.129814 -45.04786 <0.0001 YES -0.033460 -17.57011 0.0004 YES�

Slovenia -0.085708 -16.41912 0.0005 YES -0.086361 -23.21263 0.0002 YES�

�) 1% significance level

��) 5% significance level

���) The model is not stable because the coefficient corresponding to adjustment speed is positive and does not allow neutralizing an exogenous shock

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0202951.t014
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The results obtained for the group of 10 emerging economies in the Central and East

Europe (CEE), are, for most, consistent with the conclusions revealed by other studies focusing

on emerging economies, such as [38] and [39], given the empirical estimation of the long-term

bidirectional relationship between the consumption of renewable energy and economic

growth. Also, [26] and [43] used meta-analysis to conclude that most studies have estimated

the validity of the Feedback hypothesis. The specialized literature has so far few references

regarding the CEE countries or the economies in this group. Thus, our results may appear in

contrast those of [53] because the later validate the growth hypothesis only for four out of

seven economies studied—Bulgaria, Estonia, Poland and Slovenia–countries where our study

estimated and validated the hypothesis from growth to renewable energy consumption. Never-

theless, in case of Hungary and the Czech Republic the same hypothesis, in line with our long-

term estimates, had been confirmed. The 2016 study used the same model (ARDL), but the

period it analyzed was trimmed down by 5 years compered to our study. The economic recov-

ery of these economies starting with 2010 had led to a significant increase in renewable energy

consumption (+27% in four years) in CEE states, which validate the directional relationship

from economic growth to renewable energy consumption.

In line with our results presented in Table 16, there are two major differences between the

short run and the long run particularities related to the relationship between growth and

renewable energy.

The first difference refers to the fact that CEE economies are more homogenous in the long

run because the goal is the same–economic development based on a higher share of the output

and consumption of clean energy -, but more heterogeneous in the short run, because the tran-

sition to the final goal has different effects due to certain gaps such as the structure of renew-

able energy, the assumed targets and the investments needed to integrate renewable energy

into the national energy systems. Thus, on the long run the economic growth process of nine

CEE countries (except Hungary) has a positive influence on renewable energy consumption.

Moreover, in case of seven CEE states (except the Czech Republic, Romania and Hungary), the

strategy to develop renewable energy sources within the energy mix aligned to the Europe

2020 targets has a positive impact in the long run on economic growth because of the positive

effects of the accumulation of production factors, energy efficiency at micro level and of green

energy technologies. Therefore, for the majority of economies analyzed the feedback

Table 15. Conservation hypothesis.

Adjustment speed t-Statistic P value GDP!

REC

(long run)�

ΔGDP t-Statistic P value GDP!

REC (short run)

Bulgaria -0.045309 -12.31525 0.0012 YES 0.380703 1.049445 0.3711 NO

Czech Republic -0.037931 -7.294966 0.0053 YES 0.484034 1.366623 0.2652 NO

Estonia -0.139940 -18.23411 0.0004 YES 0.072487 0.392226 0.7211 NO

Hungary -0.000258 -0.137729 0.8992 NO -0.251585 -2.380758 0.0976 YES��

Latvia -0.344893 -12.27851 0.0012 YES 0.142223 7.623935 0.0047 YES�

Lithuania -0.042297 -15.66950 0.0006 YES -0.111326 -2.829122 0.0662 YES��

Poland -0.215300 -22.39368 0.0002 YES 1.672034 0.946122 0.4139 NO

Romania -0.187279 -37.95831 <0.0001 YES 0.262914 1.442962 0.2447 NO

Slovakia -0.099077 -14.60026 0.0007 YES 0.698116 1.760152 0.1766 NO

Slovenia -0.090500 -9.516317 0.0025 YES -0.603613 -2.572871 0.0823 YES��

�) at 1% significance level

��) at 10% % significance level

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0202951.t015
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hypothesis is validated and confirmed also at the level of the group of 10 CEE economies (see

Table 12), which contributes to the design of development models based on renewable energy.

In the short run, the lack of causality (in Granger terms) between GDP dynamics and the

dynamics of renewable energy consumption for six out of the 10 economies (exceptions

include Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania and Slovenia) largely explains the differences between the

hypotheses estimated for CEE states. The absence of the causality relation may be attributed to

the difficulties of the national energy systems in managing the intermittent and unpredictable

character of renewable energy sources. Moreover, in the absence of investments to stockpile

energy and expand the network for taking over the renewable energy in the national energy

systems, there will be no short run reaction of renewable energy consumption to the swings in

economic activity. In the case of the poorer EU economies (Bulgaria and Romania), none of

the causalities relations between the analyzed variables was validated, which is proof of both

insufficient investments and low demand for the energy resulted from non-polluting, though

more expensive, sources. According to the [80], Bulgaria and Romania need the most signifi-

cant investments in the energy sector, a conclusion revealed also by the increase in the costs of

functioning of the energy system by approximately 5% of GDP over 2010–2030, compared to

an EU average of 1.3% of GDP.

The second difference focuses on the nature of the causality relationship between the ana-

lyzed variables. Thus, in the long run, hypotheses such as growth, conservatism or feedback

have been econometrically validated in the context of a positive link between economic growth

and renewable energy consumption, while in the short run both negative causality relations

between the dynamics of the respective variables and the absence of causality between these

two variables were estimated. The transition towards non-polluting energy sources may gener-

ate costs for economic agents in the short run, such as higher taxes for CO2 emissions, tighter

rules for those areas or higher prices of renewable energy that will negatively affect economic

activity, as also explained by [81]. In addition, the decision to boost the public financial

resources to support such investments, the supply and demand of renewable energy, may trig-

ger a crowding-out effect on other productive investments in the economy, with a negative

impact on short-term growth prospects.

6. Conclusions and recommendations

This research is the first which includes only those ten CEE countries that followed a common

economic and social pattern in the past six-seven decades–the communist period, transition to

market economy, post-transition and economic integration in the context of EU accession.

We have selected this cluster of economies also due to the common characteristics of their

Table 16. The four research hypotheses.

SHORT RUN LONG RUN

Bulgaria Neutrality hypothesis Feedback hypothesis

Czech Republic Growth hypothesis Conservation hypothesis

Estonia Growth hypothesis Feedback hypothesis

Hungary Feedback hypothesis Neutrality hypothesis

Latvia Conservation hypothesis Feedback hypothesis

Lithuania Feedback hypothesis Feedback hypothesis

Poland Growth hypothesis Feedback hypothesis

Romania Neutrality hypothesis Conservation hypothesis

Slovakia Growth hypothesis Feedback hypothesis

Slovenia Feedback hypothesis Feedback hypothesis

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0202951.t016
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energy profiles, such as the highest energy intensity compared to the EU average both at the

start of the economic transition and in the present. Moreover, all ten CEE economies report

functioning costs of their national energy systems above the EU average due to an inefficient

or obsolete infrastructure.

The issue of renewable energy consumption is important for each country of the panel not

only due the lower energy efficiency in the early 1990s, but also to the need for harmonization

both national objectives (such as catching up process to reach the average EU level of develop-

ment) as well as some of the European Union, such as air pollution reduction. Another novelty

in the study is the fact that the results of panel ARDL model were explained for each cross sec-

tion, allowing for the test of the four hypotheses of the relationship between energy consump-

tion and growth at the individual level, both on the short and the long run.

Similar to the transition process of these economies, which proved expensive in the short

run (in terms of economic growth, employment, revenues, etc.), but beneficial in the long run,

with EU accession and integration, the energy transition towards renewable sources may nega-

tively affect CEE states in the short run due to the structural characteristics of their national

energy systems, but it will be beneficial in the long run, in line with the targets set by the

Europe 2020 Strategy and the 2030 Agenda. Our results confirm the normal effects of the

structural transformations specific to the change in the energy paradigm at EU level, but also

the fact that, on the long run, CEE economies will be able to successfully accommodate the

costs of this transition to make it fit with the economic growth process. Therefore, the develop-

ment model of these states will rely on both an increase in the efficiency of using green energy

and higher consumption of renewable energy resources at the expense of conventional ones.

Testing the relationship between economic growth and renewable energy consumption for

ten CEE countries in the period 1990–2014 showed that, on the short run, the GDP and REC

dynamics are independent in Romania and Bulgaria, while in Hungary, Lithuania and Slove-

nia the measures to increase the renewable energy consumption improve the forecast of GDP,

which in turn improve the quality of forecasting the energy consumption—feedback hypothesis.
In this case, there is no contradiction on the short run between the measures to reduce air pol-

lution and those stimulating economic recovery. Moreover, the feedback hypothesis is con-

firmed on the long run for seven of the economies, proof of concordance between the

potential economic growth and the measures to encourage the renewable energy consumption

in the national economic development models. In the cases of the Czech Republic and Roma-

nia, the measures with economic impact on the long run will affect the renewable energy con-

sumption, with positive effects on reducing air pollution, while in Hungary no causality

between potential growth and long run energy renewable consumption is valid.

Some of the CEE countries have exceeded the target set on renewable energy, promoting

programs with a major impact in this regard: one of the most effective/supporting incentive

schemes through green certificates, support schemes through regulated prices set for each

technology—targeted at small producers of energy especially for biomass/biogas, upgrading

and creating new production capacities for electricity and heat through investments in hydro,

biomass, wind and biofuel sectors. Most of these programs are financed from structural and

cohesion funds from the EU and co-financed from the government budget.

Achieving the effective compromise between rapid economic growth and environmental

protection means thinking of a different model of growth, as it is foreseen in Europe 2020

strategy and 2030 Agenda—a smart, sustainable and inclusive economic growth. Last but not

least, the transition of the CEE countries from the stage of development of the economy based

on efficiency to the economy based on innovation depends on increasing the share of renew-

able energy and increased energy efficiency.
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Regarding policy recommendations, the diagnosis analysis of the energy sector in terms of

renewable energy confirms that government policies aimed at increasing energy efficiency and

promoting the production and consumption of green energy must pursue two main objectives:

stimulating economic sectors with low greenhouse gas emissions and reducing such emissions

especially in the energy and transport sectors. In addition to the information and training

component, the Central and Eastern European countries have implemented programs of con-

crete environmental protection measures–car fleet renewal schemes, granting subsidies for the

purchase of electric/hybrid cars, along with creating a consistent infrastructure of recharging

stations for electric cars, national programs for reforestation of degraded land and achieving

forest belts, programs for consolidation / expansion of environmental and water supply and

sewerage infrastructure and also programs for the construction of modern treatment plants

for wastewater / integrated waste management.

To stimulate the production and consumption of energy from renewable sources, we

believe that the 2020–2030 National Reform Plans for CEE countries must provide three stra-

tegic goals: increasing the effectiveness of support schemes for renewable energy, increasing

investments in infrastructure through which to exploit renewable energy sources, and encour-

aging the development of renewable energy production from less exploited sources. Increasing

energy efficiency can be achieved sustainably in the ten CEE countries by promoting State aid

schemes for high efficiency cogeneration (granting financial incentives to producers of elec-

tricity and heat for high efficiency cogeneration plants with savings of at least 10% compared

to separate production), programs on the installation of heating systems using renewable

energy (such as Green House) and programs for thermal rehabilitation of residential buildings

financed from EU funds.

The focus on renewable energy brings many benefits with economic and social impact, in

addition to environmental ones. Reducing dependence on energy imports (an important bene-

fit to the CEE countries, especially in the new geostrategic conditions), less polluting green-

house gases emissions, increasing employment in the energy sectors, and also increasing

intensity of growth by using green technologies (and therefore enhancing innovation in indus-

try) are just some of them.

Supporting information
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